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Round 9 – September 14th 

Junior Heat 1 
The first junior heat got underway with all the drivers raring to get going in an attempt to gain as 

many points as possible as they neared the last few rounds of the 2014 Daytona Milton Keynes 

InKart Championship.  All of the drivers got off to a good start and stayed close through the first few 

corners as they battled for position.  The top three remained the same throughout the first few laps 

ut ould ’t all hold o  for the duratio  of the heat as they lost out to the rest of the grid. 

Junior Heat 2 

Matthew Diemer, Thomas Knapton and Alex led the way from the line.  Matthew flew off the grid 

with serious intent and got through the first turns holding his position on the racing line.  Alex was 

lose o  his tail a d ould ’t let Matthe  out of his sights as they sped through the half ay poi t.  
The drivers were closing in on the 1:11:00 mark after 5 laps and showed some good speed out there.  

It finished fairly steadily with all drivers reasonably spread out as they crossed the finish line and 

took the chequered flag.  

Junior Heat 3 
Christian Nielson Evans, Tyler Parslow and Sam Howell were in prime position to take the points in 

the final junior heat of the day. Ollie Ursell was the closest challenger as they passed the line into the 

3
rd

 lap.  Tyler Parslow moved past Christian on the 4
th

 lap as he began to struggle. Tyler held a gap of 

less than half a second as they approached the end of the heat.  Diego and Ollie were hot on his tail 

as Ollie moved past into first place.  Diego then squeezed past into second place with 1 lap to go and 

tried to take Ollie with a risky move on turn 9/10, it did ’t ork a d left hi  a k i  se o d as Ollie 
took the flag. 

Junior Final 

Diego Lopez, Ollie Ursell and Alex Churchill led from the off.  They maintained their positions 

throughout the first half of the final without too much activity.  It finished the same; Diego, Ollie and 

Alex. 
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Senior Light Heat 1 
Craig Murchison, Jamil Said and Christopher Gristwood led the way on the first light heat of the 

afternoon.  Vaughan managed an awesome slingshot around turn 5 to jump up the field.  James Ives 

and Jamil Said were battling for position around turn 10 on the 3
rd

 lap.  James Ives came in first, 

followed by Craig Murchison in second and Jamil Said in third. 

Senior Light Heat 2 
Stephanie Walters squeezed past Emilio Lopez on the first corners to jump into first place.  Charlie 

Fenton was just behind in third position.  They held onto their positions for the best part of the first 

5 laps.  Charlie began to struggle and started to look like losing positions as the challengers gave 

chase.  Stephanie won by 0.403 seconds, Emilio Lopez in second with a 2.5 second lead over Aaron 

Kidd in third place. 

Senior Light Heat 3 
After 6 different drivers had claimed the top three spots over the first two heats it left all to play for 

in the third and final heat, as the drivers attempted to gain as many points as possible to bump 

themselves up the starting grid.  James, Stephanie, Aaron, Emilio, Craig, Jamil and Vaughan all got off 

to a decent start through the first few laps – remaining within touching distance of the lead and a 

good result in the heats.  It was a hard fought but fairly uneventful heat in terms of last minute 

overtaking, leaving the top three drivers with the points moving forward to the final. 

Senior Light Final 
James Ives and Stephanie led the way in the final through the first lap.  Oscar Riley and Vaughan 

Roberts were challenging through the final turns on the second lap as Vaughan managed to hold a 

line on the inside of turn 10 and move into 3
rd

.  Stephanie Walters also made her move as she 

slipped into first place on the second lap and started to make progress away from James in second.  

Aaron Kidd saw an opportunity as Craig slid down the field, leaving Aaron in 5
th

 position.  After 5 laps 

Stephanie had opened up a gap large enough to have an easy run in for the second half of the race 

as the other dri ers ere ’t ou ti g a halle ge of a y sort.  So the attle for se o d pla e as 
held by Vaughan Roberts after 7 laps he was 2.8 seconds off the lead and 1.7 seconds in front of 

third placed Aaron Kidd.  Dan Bull was trying to push forwards and give Aaron a good race as he tried 

to make his way into third place on the 8
th

 lap.  At this point Stephanie posted the fastest lap of the 

race with a 1.11.555 on her 9
th 

lap.  The positions remained the same as they approached their final 

lap with a 4.9 second gap between first and second.  Stephanie won with a commanding lead, 

Vaughan came in second and Aaron Kidd in third. 
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Senior Heavy Heat 1 
Wayne Robson and Doug Willingale led the way throughout the opening few laps as they started to 

create a short gap over Chris Munro in third place.  The heat was fairly steady throughout, the 

drivers maintaining position without too much of a challenge to the top 2 drivers.  Doug managed to 

move past Wayne on the inside of turn 5 to turn 6 as they fought for the racing line.  Doug then 

managed to hold onto the lead and built a solid 1.9 second gap as they approached the final laps.  

Chris was going well in a consistent third place, with Wayne in second and Doug crossed the line in 

first. 

Senior Heavy Heat 2 
A perfect rolling start from the heavy drivers in this second heavy heat. Darrell Lowe held the lead 

early on with Adrian and Luke giving chase on the first lap. Chris Munro made a charge on the 

second lap and jumped up into 2
nd

 place.  Darrell was holding strong out in front after 4 laps with a 

1.7 second gap in front Adrian in second place.  Doug was chasing Adrian as the heat began to 

spread out after 5/6 laps. Chris Munro made an error at turn 10 after playing a game of chicken, he 

then dropped to the back if the grid but started a comeback to salvage some valuable points.  

Darrell, Adrian and Doug crossed the line as the top 3 after a steady performance. 

Senior Heavy Heat 3 
Stuart, Chris and Adrian led the way in the final heavy heat as they crossed the line in unison.  The 

rain had started to fall making for an increasingly slippery surface, which played into the advantage 

of some of the experienced drivers.  Chris Munro was one who capitalised on the rainfall and built a 

solid 1.686 second lead over Doug Willingale.  Luke Plummer was a further 11 seconds behind them 

in third place after three laps.  Doug gained on Chris as they tried to stay on the wet track, in what 

could be described as the slowest race of the day.  Chris and Doug continued the battle into the 7
th

 

lap as Doug moved through the inside of turn 9, only to run wide at turn 10 allowing Chris to regain 

position.  They were touching as they approached turn 11 of the final lap.  Chris ran slightly wide but 

managed to hold on as they crossed the line almost neck and neck, with only a 0.061 second gap 

between them. Chris was first, Doug second and Adrian third. 

Senior Heavy Final 
Doug Willingale, Adrian and Darrell topped the grid in the heavy final as the racing line began to dry 

out.  Doug got off to a flying start and held his position over Adrian and Darrell by less than a second 

through the opening laps.  Darrell and Adrian changed position a number of times through the 3
rd

 

and 4
th

 laps, but this battle left them dropping back from Doug as he started to pull away.  Chris 

Munro and Wayne Robson were making good time as they closed in on the top 3 drivers with less 

than a second between them.  The entire pack was fairly bunched as they battled in 3 groups for 

position and championship points.  Chris made his move on the penultimate lap as the groups 

bunched together and climbed into second place, up from fourth on the grid.  Doug took the win by 

1.9 seconds, Chris in second and Wayne in third 2.1 behind the leader. 


